The equatorial differential energy spectrum for electrons with energy greater than 21 MeV is dJ/dB (E, r) ^ 10 12 E-3 ' 5 exp (-r/1. 1+5) per amt-sec-MeV. r
The outer magnetosphere (r > 20 RJ ) appears to be a quasitrapping disc-like region, possibly similar in some respects to the magnetotail of the earth. The axial thickness of this region is only a few R but its radial extent is about 100 R on the sunward side and much ?= ,er on the dawn side. This region seems to be the source of in, of energetic protons and electrons into interplanetary space.
I. INTRODUCTION
The University of Iowa experiment on Pioneer 10 is a simplified version of the originally proposed instrument. This simplification was due to the constraints specified by the National Aeronautics and Space Admintration at the time of acceptance of the experiment. The reduced observational objectives of the experiment were:
To make an exploratory survey cf the intensities, energy spectra, and angular distribution of energetic particles in _ the magnetosphere_ of Jupiter;
(b) To measure the heliocentric radial gradient of the intensity of galactic cosmic rays Ep ;3 80 MeV [Van Allen, 1972 , 1973 ; Thomsen, 1974] ; and (c)
To study the occurrence, intensity, and angular distribution of solar flare particles and their propagation through the interplanetary.medium €t large heliocentric distances.
A preliminary report of our Jovian encounter measurements has been published [Van Allen et al., 1974a] . The present paper represents a continuing analysis of those data. To analyze the distribution of particle intensities it was necessary to find a coordinate system to organize the data. The best ao<sibility under the circumstances seemed to be a comparison of the data using an L parameter ClAcIlwain, 19611. To find the L --value it is necessary to know the position and orientation of the dipole. The obvious choice was the model inferred by Smith et al. [1974] from the direct magnetometer measurements. Preliminary work had indicated that the intensities decreased approximately exponentially with radius and had a Gaussian dependence on magnetic latitude [Van Allen et al., 1974a] . The latter indicated that the equatorial pitch angle distribution could be represented by sin a. Figure 5 shows an example of the organization of the electron data E > 21 MeV by the model proposed by Smith at al. [1974] • There is a marked lack of the closure between inbound and outbound data beyond 9 L > 7 while the particle angular distributions indicate that the intensities should still be orderec beyond this region. The model inferred from decimetric and decametric radio observations [Meal, 1973 11 is a cen! e yed dipole tilt = a at 10 0 toward . `'ystem III longitude. This model worked much better than the previous one; but using; a trial and error procedure, it wa g found that a better fit could be mace for a centered dipole wit.. a tilt of 0.5 :,awards "T0°S ystew !I T _ longi:ude. Figure 6 shows the particle intensity E> 21 connected t:; Ve e atorial intensity r ing an a.:sumed angular d stribution of sin' a for this model. -ire 7 shows a similar plot usinE a more recent (11 May 19 1 4) ;;del yropoce? by smith e 7 a,i.
This model noes not organize the ener getic particle data as well as tie ^erterea dipole with a tilt of 9.5" tcwards 230° longitude.
For the rest of this paper 7he model oeing used is a centered di pole with a tilt of 9.5" towards _>0 0 System III longitude. The A slight dip is noticeable at the outbound Io orbit in the rates of
The inbound GarLymede and outbound Europa crossings show up in Figure 12 as possible turbulent wakes in the low-energy particles caused by the passage of the satellite. A thorough analysis of the satellite crossings has not been done, but it would have to be based on a theoretical formulation of combined radial and pitch angle diffusion. The theoretical framework for this has been developed [Roederer, 1970] but to our knowledge no comprehensive calculations have been completed even for the earth's magnetosphere.
The energetic electron (E > 21 MeV) observations indicate that they must radially diffuse very rapidly. That is, they are able to pass the orbit of the satellite in less than the rotation period of Jupiter. The pitch angle diffusion must also take place on the same time scale, since the sweeping effect of the satellites and the drift periods of the electrons limit the replacement time, yet The initial observations shown in Figure 15 lead one to speculate that the magnetospheres of the earth arid Jupiter are similar with a bow shock, magnetosheath, magnetopau ' s e, and so on, but only on a much larger ^:ce l c. 7igure 16 shows that this is not the case;
specifically, the particle intensities chow a 10-hour periodicity in amplitude superimposed upon a gradual increase in magnitude.
"he drop-out of particle intensity on December 1 is the most unusual feature of the inbound data. The plasma, analyzer experimenters [wolf et al., 1974 .! suggest that a impulsive increase in solar wind pressure caused an inward movement of the sunward magneto-pause. if this were the case, the particle detectors should have shown: evidence of previously observed intensities. Instead the particle intensity became very low, while the scalar value of the magnetic field remained the same as before. For more discussion of this phenomena it is desirable to investigate the post-encounter data. .6r exp (R/24,6) This organizes the data out to about 80 RJ into a thin (< 5 RJ) disc-lire structure.
-he inbound maxima show a ccmpletely different story: The apparent longitude of the dipole tilt seems to be constant at value slightly greater than 2W out to 70 RJ. The exception to this occurs for the two maxima, after the data drop-out on December 1.
Here the app arent longitude of the di pole tilt is shifted to 260 0 . QN003S d3a S1NnM
